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Department of Communication
Harrington Health Communication Scholarship
Alexyea Ward
Outstanding Junior in Communication
Rayleigh Deaton
Outstanding Senior in Communication
Hayley Stahl

Information Communication Technology
Outstanding Junior in ICT
Ben Osborne
Outstanding Senior in ICT
Meagan Wilkins

Instructional Communication and Research
Excellence in Composition and Communication Award
Victoria Cabral
Excellence in Business Communication Award
Julia Popson, Luke Johnson

Department of Integrated Strategic Communication
Jeremy Michael Streck Memorial Scholarship
Sarah Stafford
Bernie Vonderheide Endowed Scholarship in Public Relations
Nina Barzyk, Peyton Davis
Rick Roth Memorial Scholarship
Emily Bayless
Diane Massie Scholarship
Autumn Hassell
Sheehy & Associates Educational Advancement Scholarship
Haley Williamson
Edith J. and Charles G. Dickerson Scholarship
Jordan DeLuce, Annie Gillenwater
John D. Chaplin Scholarship
Katlyn Barnes
Walter and Nellie Evans Excellence Scholarship
Olivia Zidzik, Carson Greenwell, Ellie Marcum
Adam Altman Innovation Award
Lucy Childers
James C. Bowling Scholarship
Chaney Willett
Outstanding Junior in ISC
Jeremy Middleton
Outstanding Senior in ISC
Camille Wright

Kentucky Kernel
Jonathan Krueger Memorial Scholarship
Jack Weaver
Cleveland Foundation Scholarship
Michael Clubb
John R. “Jack” Guthrie Kernel Editor Scholarship
Natalie Parks
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School of Journalism and Media
Edith J. and Charles G. Dickerson Scholarship
     Jade Grisham, Matthew Dunlap
Carol Sutton Scholarship
     Audrey Fones
Maria Braden Endowed Scholarship
     Colleen Finney, Akhira Umar
Walter and Nellie Evans Excellence Scholarship
     Olivia Jenkins, Sydney Wade
Angelo B. Henderson Scholarship
     Tessa McLamb
Bill Billiter Memorial Scholarship
     Hannah Sexton
Outstanding Junior in Journalism
     Spencer Neichter
Outstanding Junior in Media Arts and Studies
     Alyssa Harkness
Outstanding Senior Journalism
     Sarah Michels
Outstanding Senior in Media Arts and Studies
     Trace Williams

School of Information Science
Hallie Day Blackburn Scholarship Fund
     Taylon Baker, Hunter Consley, Meghan Malone, Corrie Schuster, Annabelle Smith
Vivian Johnson MacQuown and Melissa MacQuown Forsyth Fellowship Fund
     Johannah Ball, Robert Beard, Alice Sayre, Kelly Carrigan
Library Science Alumni Endowed Scholarship
     Gregory Blair, Elizabeth Massie
Helen E. Fry Memorial Scholarship Award
     Miranda Smith, Katie Harper
Williena Burdine Broyles Memorial Endowed Scholarship
     Kaylee Horn, Danielle Underhill
Lois Chan Endowment Fund Scholarship
     Heather Buchanon, Sarah Choat
Library Science Graduate Fellowship Research Challenge Trust Fund Scholarship
     Wren Pierce
Melody Trosper Award
     Anthony Iovino

Kentucky Debate
Lex Barrett, Jordan Di, David Griffith, Saturn Kendrick, Caroline Koontz, Chris Lucas,
     Lauren McBlain, Sophia Vansickle, Dash Weinhardt, Marcus Williams

CI College Ambassadors and LLP Peer Mentors
CI College Ambassadors
     Chance Baldwin, Katelyn Dougherty, Rayleigh Deaton, Annie Gillenwater, Bailey Hurley,
     Jazmyn Johnson, Jacob Lewis, Carlie McCoy, Sydney Wade, Nikhael Virden, Neha Yousuf
CI Connect LLP Peer Mentors
     Noah Weidner, Charlie Hunter

Congratulations!